FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
POWERSEARCH SOFTWARE LAUNCHES VERSION 3.0 AT ILTA 2011 CONFERENCE
New features include collection from Microsoft Exchange servers and more granular searching
across document and email metadata
NASHVILLE, Tennessee – August 23, 2011 – PowerSearch Software, the leading developer of
affordable and accessible search technologies, today announced the general availability of the
latest release of its software, version 3.0. With this latest release, PowerSearch brings increased
breadth and depth to the original product which was introduced to the market in May of this
year. PowerSearch can be seen at the ILTA Conference at Booth 806, or can be downloaded
from the PowerSearch website.
“We have worked quickly to deliver features that will expand the appeal and usefulness of
PowerSearch to large corporations, law firms, and government agencies while retaining our
unique pricing structure which makes PowerSearch affordable for firms of all sizes,” said Girts
Jansons, founder and CEO of PowerSearch.
“As always, PowerSearch 3.0 is free to download and deploy. Many people ask us, "What's the
catch?" about our pricing model. There is no catch. We are delighted to offer a product that
helps companies to determine early and quickly what documents are relevant for the matters
they are considering litigating. By having this information without cost, and only paying fractions
of a cent for each file ultimately determined to be relevant, we believe that firms will be able to
litigate more, and settle or abandon less.”
New features in PowerSearch 3.0 enable users to:
Collect from Microsoft Exchange Server
PowerSearch 3.0 allows users to point and click to index and search custodians and data directly
from Microsoft Exchange servers. With no need to export custodian accounts to pst files, there
are fewer steps during the identification and collection stages. Quicker results save substantial
time and money.
Search on basic and extended document metadata
With PowerSearch 3.0 users can find documents by custodian, date range, and other systemlevel attributes as well as by metadata garnered from more than 40 fields internal to the
documents themselves.
Search on email metadata
PowerSearch users can cluster relevant emails by custodian, date ranges, recipients and 17
other critical metadata tags that reside within emails. PowerSearch extracts email repositories
and zipped files, indexing the content of emails and electronic documents making them fully
searchable. Search results can be saved in folders and, if necessary, exported into other
programs for further processing.
De-duplicate before export
PowerSearch 3.0 reduces the volume of documents to be exported, providing additional cost
savings in time and export tokens. Unlike other collection and culling products, with

PowerSearch, there is no charge for deploying the software or for searching or culling. Users
only pay for final results, files they ultimately deem relevant and decide to save, by using a
system of tokens purchased online at a fraction of a cent per token. Fewer exports also mean
cost savings later during review, commonly recognized to be the most expensive component of
e-discovery.
Generate Downloadable Reports
PowerSearch 3.0 has six interactive reports that show users the status of all files. Users can click
on file names within the reports to view or launch the native documents. The reports can also
be downloaded.
About PowerSearch
PowerSearch Software is the leading developer of affordable and accessible search and
collection technologies for the legal and records management industries. More information on
PowerSearch, including the ability to download and deploy the product for free, is available at
www.powersearchsoftware.com. The company is headquartered in Toronto, Canada.
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